
Create. Display. Capture. 
OnTask API.

Building secure, compliant eSignature 
capabilities into your application takes up 
valuable time and development resources. 
Between adding the necessary functionality, 
finding the right resources to make it 
happen, and trying to stay in compliance; 
creating an in-house solution is a major 
stressor on your team.

Fortunately, we’ve already done all that hard 
work for you.

Need More from Your 
Applications?

With OnTask API, you can bridge the gaps 
between systems by integrating our proven 
eSignature and forms workflow functionality 
into your software. We’ve got all the 
documentation samples you need to get up 
and running within a matter of minutes so 
you can spend more time working on the 
innovative features that will make your 
application a smashing success.

Fill the gaps in your application in minutes and get to market faster with 
seamless eSignatures and forms workflow APIs.

How OnTask API 
Fills the Gaps

OnTask API 
Solutions

Add secure, compliant, legally 
binding signature functionality into 
your native forms and applications.

eSign API

Embed dynamic digital forms 
into your applications or 
website for easy, simplified 
data collection.

Forms API
Automatically route forms and 
documents to the proper parties 
for signature, review, and 
completion.

Workflow API

API
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Benefits
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Reduce time to market and launch 
applications on time, without added 
stress on your developers.

Fast 
Implementation

Get documents signed with legally-
binding eSignatures while 
maintaining HIPAA and SOC 2 
compliance.

Secure and 
Compliant

Easily grow your applications, 
without hidden fees or costly tool 
upgrades.

Scalable 
Performance

Allow customers to fill and sign in a 
fully-branded, consistent experience 
across applications.

Seamless User 
Experience

Create time for developer’s to focus 
on enhancing and diversifying your 
product, not solving solved 
problems.

Puts Focus on 
Enhancements

Backed by the team at Accusoft, 
OnTask API allows access to the 
support  and resources of a 30 year 
old company. 

Proven 
Reliability

Bridge Your Systems
Integrate eSign, form, and workflow capabilities into your existing 

systems to create smooth digital experiences.

SCHEDULE A DEMO

https://hubs.li/Q01bdNhy0
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